This journal belongs to_________________________

PreK/K

CAMP OATH
During MATH CAMP-IN it is so true,
There are seven Math Trail Posts to visit and do.
Each one a good problem--and all about math,
Like adding, subtracting, patterns and graphs.
And as a Math Camper, I will give it my bestI will put my brain to the MATHEMATICS test!
I'm here to have fun and enjoy each onebecause Math Camp-In
is going to be

LOTS OF FUN!

TRAIL POST 1
Camp Scene: What's the Story?
You can color the items before you cut them out. Use the items to create a camp scene and then
solve the problems for Trail Post 1.

Create a camp scene using your camp items. Using your scene, write
two different word problems in your camp journal.
Solve each problem using pictures, numbers and words. Remember to
use visual models like ten frames or number lines to show your
thinking.
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TRAIL POST 1

CHALLENGE: What equivalent expressions can you write using your
camp scene? Explain your thinking.
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TRAIL POST 1

TRAIL POST 1

Color and cut out the camp items. You can use the
items to create a camp scene for Trail Post 1. You
do not have to use all the items.

TRAIL POST 2
Just in Time!
Cut out the camp events and figure out their order. Once you have them ordered, you can glue
or tape them to the sign!

The events for camp were posted on the sign and they all fell off! Put
the camping activities back in order so that they acampers know their
daily schedule!

CAMP EVENTS
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TRAIL POST 2
Write the hands on the clock to show the time and record the camp
event underneath each clock face.

____:____
_____________

____:____
_____________

____:____

____:____

____:____

_____________

_____________

_____________

____:____

____:____

____:____

_____________
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_____________

_____________

TRAIL POST 2

Cut out these signs and use them for
Trail Post 2

Swimming

2:00 p.m.

CANOEING

12:45 p.m.

BREAKfast

8:00 a.m.

hiking

10:30 a.m.

LUNCH

12:00 p.m.

Dinner

5:30 p.m.

campfire

8:15 p.m.

lights out!

9:00 p.m.

TRAIL POST 3
CAUGHT YOU! Be sure you have your insect jar mat and items you can use as insects! Your
Camp Counsleor will let you know how many insects are in your jar!

You caught a total of ______ insects in your jar.
Some of the insects were lightning bugs and some
were moths. What combinations of insects could
you have in your jar? Record your ideas using
pictures, numbers and words.
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TRAIL POST 3
Write a number model in the jars below to show the different ways
you caught the bugs!

Are there more possibilities? How do you know?

What might happen if you caught two more or two less? What new
combinations could you create? What patterns do you notice?
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Lightning
Bugs

Moths

ALL
INSECTS

Insect Jar Mat

TRAIL POST 3

TRAIL POST 4
CAMP STORE
There are some great items to purchase at the Camp Store, but there is no calculator!
You need some good brain power for this one!

You have been given $50 to shop for supplies at the camp
store. Using the items below and their cost, what would you
buy? Circle the items you would choose.

$4

$9

$6

$10

$11

$20

$7

$5

$3
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Be sure to show your thinking on
how you got your answers!

TRAIL POST 4

What is the total of all your items? $_____________________________________

What would your change be if you paid with a fifty dollar bill?
$_____________________________________

You spent $15 at the Big Bear Camp Store. Which two items could you
have purchased?
____________________

____________________

Are there other items you could purchase with only $15?

You spent exactly $30. What could you have purchased?
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TRAIL POST 5
The Great Frog Jump!
A favorite activity at camp! Be sure you have something to mark where you start and land
your jump. You will also want something to measure with. Campers really like using
things other than rulers and yardsticks...so be creative!

Predict how far you think your jump
will be and record your thinking in the
prediction box.

On your mark...get set...jump!
Measure the distance of your jump using your measuring tool.
Jump several times and record the results of each jump below.
Use the information about your jumps to create a graph on Page 10. Be
sure to label your graph!
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TRAIL POST 5

Compare your measurements with a different measuring tool. What did
you notice? How are your jumps the same or different? Write about what
you discovered.
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TRAIL POST 6
We want s'more math!
The campers are getting ready to make s’mores! Can you help the camp counselor
determine how much of each ingredient is needed for the campers.

Graham Cracker
The camp counselor has a graham cracker for each camper to make one s'more. Show how you
could share this graham cracker equally to make one s'more.

After sharing the whole graham cracker equally, how can you describe the whole graham
cracker?

Chocolate Bar:
The camp counselor is sharing the chocolate bar equally between campers to make a s'more.
How many s'mores would each chocolate bar make so that each camper has an equal amount
of chocolate?

There are three campers at the s'more station. If each chocolate bar is shared equally
between the campers, how many pieces of chocolate would each camper get to make one
s'more?
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TRAIL POST 6
Marshmallow Fluff:
The camp counselor thought it would be easier to use
marshmallow fluff for the s'mores. How could you share
the plate of marshmallow fluff equally into fourths?
How many s’mores can one plate of marshmallow fluff
serve equally to the campers?

How much of each ingredient should the counselors have for the following
number of campers? Draw a picture to show your thinking.
What patterns do you notice?
Number of
campers

How many whole graham
crackers are needed? How
many halves?

1
2
3
6
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How many chocolate
bars are needed?

How many plates of
fluff are needed?

TRAIL POST 7
LIGHTS OUT!
Time to get the campers to sleep but their pillows are all mixed up! Cut out the ten
pillows before you begin. Use the clues below to figure out which pillow matches the
sleeping bag clue! You can glue or tape the pillows to the sleeping bags to get the
campers ready for LIGHTS OUT!

My pillow has
shapes with
equal sides and
the same
number of
vertices as
sides.

My pillow has
shapes that all
have the same
attributes and
are closed
shapes.

My pillow is split
into two halves. Half
of my pillow has
stripes and there is
an odd number of
dots. When you add
the dots and stripes
you get a sum that
is greater than 22.

My pillow is split
into four equal
parts. When you
combine the
objects on 2 of
the parts you will
get 16 objects.
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My pillow has
closed shapes.
All the shapes
on my sleeping
bag are
quadrilaterals.

My pillow is
partitioned into
four equal parts.
There is an odd
number of dots
in one of the four
parts.

TRAIL POST 7

My pillow is
partitioned into
two equal
parts. Half of
my pillow has
stripes. There is
an even
number of
stripes.

My pillow has
objects with
three different
attributes. When
you count the
attribute that is
the same for all
of the objects
you will count a
total of 21.

My pillow is
split into two
equal parts.
Half of the
pillow is
designed with
stripes.

Create your
own clue
and pillow
for someone
else to solve!
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My pillow is designed
in thirds. One of the
thirds has dots and
another third has an
even number of
stripes. When you
combine the objects
from all the parts,
there are more than
22 things on my
sleeping bag.

TRAIL POST 7 - PILLOWS

Create your
own clue
and pillow
for someone
else to solve!

CAMP BADGES
Once you have all seven badges, use each piece to fit in this box.
Then ask your Camp Counselor for the BADGE CHALLENGE to earn your final badge!
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Do you have a favorite way to display your camp badges? Arrange them here. Once you
have the one you like the best, you can glue or tape it in your camp journal.
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CHALLENGE BADGE
Your Camp Counselor will give you the instructions for your Challenge
Badge. Once you have earned your badge, design your own version below!
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